Rimstone Cooperative — Updated web site
28 September 2012
Rimstone Cooperative now has
an updated and refreshed web
site. The content and layout is
clean, sharp and easy to
navigate, and it is
“smartphone friendly”.
The web site structure is simple
and easily updated by anyone
with simple web site
maintenance skills.
It includes links to new
information about the
Scrubby Creek Cave property
purchase, and to recent
Rimstone Newsletters.
Facebook — Some
new features include
the two social
networking links at the
bottom of the home page.
We are now using Facebook
because the material can be
publicly available, and there is
unlimited storage space for
The new Rimstone Coop web site.
photos and other materials.
People can “like” the events and photos, and “tag” people in photos,
and all this will help with broader publicity for Rimstone and it's causes.
One of these Facebook links goes to the new Rimstone Coop Facebook
page (with information back to 1974), and the second link goes to the new
Homeleigh Facebook page and timeline which includes a history of
Homeleigh back to 1885 (and which needs more material and photos).
Rimstone Coop Blog — Also on the home page (right hand side) are the recent blog
entries from the Rimstone (Wordpress) blog tool which has recently been started.
This makes it easier to get latest news and event details onto the home page by
appropriate people without having to update the home page itself.
Is any of this useful? — We are dabbling with Facebook and social networking in order
to become more widely known, and more relevant with the younger generation. This can
be especially useful when seeking funding and support for activities such as property
purchase. But is this the right way to go?
Feedback — Feedback is most welcome.
And the web site header graphic and logo is not final — more input is needed.
Rob Brain
Rimstone web site maintenance
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